1705-15, in which Bishop Gilbert Burnet defended the Whig cause of the Glorious Revolution in his own diocese. This episode in Burnet's life has not been addressed by historians.
The Salisbury quarrel exemplifies significant national controversies within the context of parliamentary, civic, and ecclesiastical politics in the city and diocese of Salisbury. It demonstrates the close relation between local and national debates, and the ways in which people in a certain locality engaged with national events and issues. The quarrel also shows how national debates were understood within, and translated into, a provincial context. Above all, the exchange demonstrates how the Church and its clergy acted as the hinge on which pivotal national issues and preoccupations turned. Religion was the principal means by which these issues were experienced. Finally, the quarrel illustrates how, in the particular locality of Salisbury, parliamentary elections, ecclesiastical politics, and dynastic legitimacy were merged and connected.
Even before the accession of Queen Anne, the diocese and city of Salisbury had been politicized by two significant factors: the presence of a significant number of Dissenters and the controversial views of the Whig Low Church bishop Gilbert Burnet, who held the see from 1689 until his death in 1715. 2 Neither of these factors was unique: Dissenters had become more visible after the Toleration Act of 1689, and William III's preference for Low Church bishops had swung the episcopate nationally in that direction. In Salisbury diocese, Protestant Dissenters appeared to the Anglican clergy to be problematic. In January 1701, Thomas Naish, rector of St. Edmund's Salisbury, subdean of the cathedral, and, until then, one of Burnet's clients, reported in his diary that there were "mighty feuds and distractions among the dissenters in my parish." He wondered, if they were so easily divided, how could their division from the Church of England be seen as a matter of legitimate conscience? 3 In the same month, Naish voted for a proctor in the fraught elections to Convocation, choosing a candidate who believed that Convocation had an independent right to sit-in contradiction to the view of Archbishop Thomas Tenison and Bishop Burnet. 4 Naish broke with Burnet, who then refused to appoint Naish to a prebend he had promised him. 5 A serious cause for concern for many Salisbury clergy was Burnet's apparent sympathy for Dissenters. In 1702 the leading Dissenter, Edmund Calamy, met with Burnet and enjoyed a "free conversation" with him; 6 Burnet felt that Calamy had put 8. Clarke and Foxcroft, A Life of Gilbert Burnet, 397-401. See also Supplement to Burnet's "History, " ed. Foxcroft, 501-2. Burnet mentioned that it was not just to Dissenters that he was sympathetic and tolerant. He showed "all possible moderation" to a Jacobite meeting in the city and, with government agreement, did not act against it. Yet, as Burnet noted, "this did no way soften them. "
9. The London Diaries of William Nicolson, Bishop of Carlisle, 1702-1718, ed. C. Jones and G. Holmes (Oxford, 1985) , 140.
10. Spaeth, The Church in an Age of Danger, 13. 11. Supplement to Burnet's "History, " ed. Foxcroft, 504. 12. Diary of Thomas Naish, ed. Slatter, 46. Naish's relations with the bishop deteriorated further. In July 1702 Naish again voted against Burnet's candidates in the parliamentary elections, and although a month later, Burnet preached for Naish at St. Edmund's, Naish refused an invitation to dinnersuspecting that it was an attempt to dissuade him from casting his vote for the Tory High Church candidates for Convocation. Burnet was infuriated by such clerical disobedience; he wrote of the elections in 1702 that the Tories had behaved with "barefaced partiality"; Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Time (London, 1838), 719. He cited the borough of Hindon near Salisbury, where proof of bribery by the Tories was so clear that there was a proposal to disenfranchise the borough. also annoyed Burnet. Naish's relations with Burnet broke down entirely when he was appointed to the additional living of Nether Compton without the bishop's dispensation to hold the living in plurality with that of St. Edmund's. Burnet prosecuted Naish and suspended him from St. Edmund's for three years. 13 In Salisbury, Burnet was vocal about Dissent. In his 1704 visitation charge (the bishop's guidance to his clergy), in addition to thoroughly considering their duties, he warned against the "false representation and feeble confutation of the opinions of Dissenters. " 14 In suggesting that the clergy should compose strong sermons, he added, "I must tell you this is that which gives the Dissenters their great strength: for though they are very defective in their critical study of the Scriptures . . . yet their discourses are full of them. " It was a misjudgment to praise Dissenters at a meeting of Anglican clergy.
In the coded language of the time, Burnet also reminded the clergy that Queen Anne "has often recommended moderation to all her people as the best security of the Church. " "Moderation, " for Whigs like Burnet, meant seeking peaceful relations with Dissenters. He addressed the issue of the occasional conformity legislation, flatly stating that the clergy had misunderstood the bishops' reasons for opposing the bills. He reminded the clergy that, in 1662, "the Churches of London were very thin, that are now full to the doors; few came then to prayers, most dropt in after their preacher was in the pulpit, " but the efforts of the clergy had since won over many Dissenters to the Church. This is what he wanted to achieve in Salisbury diocese. Significantly, Burnet did not accept the Tory claim that the Church was in danger from Dissenters. He said that the Church had the support of the queen, nobility, and gentry; only three gentry families in Wiltshire were Dissenters, and only one borough had a strong meeting of Dissenters. 15 Burnet was also optimistic for the future; he told the clergy that they enjoyed the blessing of Queen Anne, but he also presented the case for a growth in religious feeling:
There is a happy disposition to piety and devotion sprung up among us, particularly among the younger sort, which gives us ground to hope, that the next Age shall be better than this is. In the Great City, there is another Appearance at daily Prayers and Sacraments, than was known formerly. The thing is very visible, and begins to spread out over the nation. There is a Noble Zeal in many to have Sins repressed: they are encouraging one another in all the Acts of Piety and Virtue. 16 Burnet's case was therefore that toleration of Dissent had been advantageous to the Church: "the Dissenters did not get but lose, both in numbers and in the zeal which a 24 william gibson 13 . Diary of Thomas Naish, ed. Slatter, 49-50, 54n2. In April 1706 Naish submitted to the bishop, and his suspension was relaxed.
14. G. Burnet, A Charge Given at the Triennial Visitation of the Diocese of Salisbury in October 1704, to which is added A Sermon Preach' d at Salisbury, and some other places, in the said Visitation (London, 1704), 9-10. Nicolson regarded the charge as "very good" (Diaries hotter persecution has raised." This was partly because the clergy had brought Dissenters back to the Church through preaching, publications, and conversations. 17 Competition with Dissent had spurred on the Church to greater effectiveness. In the accompanying visitation sermon, Burnet discussed the issue of the legitimacy of the separation of Dissenters from the Church. He argued that the Church, as the body of Christ, was required to be united. But, he said, it was legitimate to separate from the Church on matters of conscience. Dissenters would either be forgiven by God for sincere error or persuaded out of their opinions. Burnet's case was that "we can conquer them with a spirit of love" and that Dissenters ought to be judged well for their sincerity. 18 He concluded with a call to abandon divisions in the Church and to live peaceably with neighbors. Such views were thoroughly offensive to the High Churchmen of Salisbury diocese, who were fearful of the growth of Dissent and keen to root the movement out.
Burnet clearly believed that the persecution of Dissent was counterproductive. He wrote later in History of My Own Time that the number of Dissenters was "visibly decreasing" because "toleration had softened their tempers . . . and they seemed quiet and content with their toleration, if they could but secure the enjoying it. " Moreover, the Church was not threatened: "the bishops looked after their dioceses with a care that had not been known in the memory of man. . . . A spirit of zeal and piety appeared in our churches and at sacrament beyond the example of former times. " In other words, there was a real opportunity for Church and State to move forward and lay aside divisions that had dogged the country in the seventeenth century. Paradoxically, Burnet saw that the one force that could endanger this was the opposition of the Anglican clergy: "there were many indecent sermons preached on public occasions, and those hot clergymen, who were not the most regular in their lives, had raised factions in many dioceses against their bishops. " 19 This was particularly the case in Salisbury diocese. So, by 1705, the bishop and his clergy were at loggerheads on the issue of Dissent, and into this atmosphere the election of that year fell like a spark onto tinder.
The background to the election is significant. In November 1704, the Tories in the House of Commons attempted to tack the Occasional Conformity Bill onto a Land Tax Bill as a way of forcing it through the House of Lords. Queen Anne, exasperated by this stratagem, dissolved Parliament and called a general election to find a more amenable House of Commons. The borough of Salisbury, which had two MPs, contained very few electors, only fifty-five in 1705. In the elections in November 1701 and July 1702, the Tory Charles Fox and the Whig Robert Eyre shared the two seats. This reflected a truce between the Whig and Tory factions in the city, which had fiercely contested the results bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrelof the elections in the 1690s. 20 But in 1702 and 1704, Tory High Churchmen won the elections for mayor and clerk of the corporation. 21 The Whigs feared that this would put the Tories into a prime position to influence the elections.
In 1705 Burnet became convinced that it was his duty to oppose Charles Fox, who had supported the tack onto the Land Tax Bill. Burnet not only supported the local Whig candidate, the lawyer James Harris, but also directly canvassed for him. Burnet's confidence in entering the election was prompted by Queen Anne's personal intervention. The queen spoke "severely" to Burnet of Fox, whom she had dismissed as paymaster of the army in April that year, following his support for the tack, and Burnet saw this as a clear statement of the queen's support for the Whigs. 22 In reaction to Burnet's opposition, Fox chose a second Tory candidate, Richard Kent, to stand with him. Thus, the compromise of having one Whig and one Tory MP was broken, and the 1705 election became a struggle between the Tories, Fox and Kent, and the Whigs, Eyre and Harris. Because Eyre, despite being a Low Churchman, usually attracted both Whig and moderate Tory votes, the real contest was between Fox and Harris, for the second seat. 23 Burnet wrote of the 1705 election: "The clergy took great pains to infuse into all people, tragical apprehensions of the danger the Church was in. " 24 Burnet also gained strong support from Dissenters, who even attended Anglican services when he preached. 25 The election was a humiliation for Burnet: Eyre received 38 votes; Fox, 32; Harris, 24; and Kent, 16. The Salisbury electorate remained content with splitting the seats between a Whig and a Tory and resisted Burnet's attempt to exclude Fox. 26 This result was consistent with the national picture, in which the Whigs and Tories were evenly matched, and neither achieved a clear victory. The embarrassment for Burnet stemmed from the effort he had expended in publicly supporting Harris and the fact that so many of his own clergy had flouted his leadership. When the result was announced, the Tory clergy triumphantly ran a flag up the cathedral flagpole. 27 Daniel Defoe reported to Edward Harley of the elections in 1705 that, for the most part, the Dissenters had not been a problem for the Tories, as the clergy and gentry had behaved peaceably toward them. However, "at Salisbury, 'tis quite another thing; the Bishop 29 Burnet spoke of a "violent storm" against him in the city, and it was clear that his own actions in strongly supporting Harris had been counterproductive. 30 The Salisbury election of 1705 and subsequent disputes over the qualifications of some of the Tory aldermen were so fraught that, in the following year, the corporation petitioned for a new charter to clarify the ambiguities in the franchise. To add to Burnet's embarrassment, Eyre clearly disassociated himself from Burnet and even supported the Tories in their petition for a new charter. The charter, issued in June 1707, effectively cemented into place a Tory majority in the corporation. 31 An aftershock of the general election occurred later in 1705, during a by-election in the Wiltshire borough of Chippenham. Colonel Chivers, the High Church Tory candidate, claimed to have seen Burnet "in an infamous place and in scandalous deportment." This was widely interpreted as meaning that he had seen Burnet in a brothel. 32 Burnet threatened Chivers with prosecution on a criminal charge of scandalum magnatum, or libel of a peer. Chivers, who was forced to retract, paid £50 to the bishop in compensation. Burnet saw the libel as a consequence of the Salisbury election of 1705, which had raised "an anger against me which will follow me as long as I live here. " 33 Nevertheless, in December 1705 Burnet spoke in the Lords of the state of his own diocese, denying that the Church was in danger. 34 A few weeks after the general election, Dean Edward Young of Salisbury died. Burnet's extreme concern over the choice of a successor was reflected in the fact that, less than twelve hours after Young's death, he wrote to Lord Godolphin regarding a replacement. He was aware that John Younger, Charles Fox's tutor, who had supported Fox in the Salisbury election, had been promised the first vacant deanery. 35 Burnet wrote to Godolphin warning of endless strife between himself and Younger if he were appointed. Burnet regarded Younger as good-natured but governed by his Tory wife. He told Godolphin that there had been "great heat" over the election and that both bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 27 Whigs and Tories claimed the queen's support. 36 To Burnet's annoyance, Younger was appointed to the deanery, bolstering the Tory influence in the city; Burnet had to accept that an opponent was in charge of the cathedral.
Burnet's concerns over ecclesiastical appointments were well founded. In June 1706, when he wanted White Kennett, a Whig Low Church ally, to fill a vacant canonry of Salisbury, he recruited the queen and the Duchess of Marlborough as allies to persuade Dean Younger to support the appointment. Even so, Younger opposed Kennett and blocked his election. The queen called Younger to London to explain himself and refused to allow him to serve his duty as a royal chaplain. Thereafter, Burnet said that "all who had countenance from the Dean have been persons who have set themselves against the Bishop with the utmost indecency, because he studies to support the Queen and her government. " 37 In such circumstances, Burnet needed clerical supporters in his diocese. That year, when a vacancy arose in the parish of Tidworth, Burnet wrote to the lord chancellor that he wanted a replacement of "moderate" views, "with whom he might live easily. " The lord chancellor promised to consult Burnet on the appointment to the parish. 38 In the wake of these difficulties, Burnet hit back from the pulpit. On March 10, 1705/6, he preached a Lenten sermon at the Chapel Royal, which was published by the queen's command. The text was an arch reference to his enemies: "Man that is in Honour, and understandeth not, is like the Beasts that perish" (Psalms 49:20). Referring to men who attacked honor and authority, Burnet said, "What is crooked cannot be made straight. " He urged his audience to consider events calmly and rationally. Perhaps with the recent elections in mind, he argued that history was full of reverses of fortune and that a lack of understanding characterized any man who thought he was out of the reach of it. Burnet also recounted all of the things for which to be grateful: Queen Anne's rule, the example it gave to other nations, and those who lived in "the temper so often recommended. " 39 However, Burnet did not take his own advice regarding calm reason. In July 1706 he inflamed the clergy in his diocese by inviting them to sign an address to the queen on the Duke of Marlborough's victories. Such an address for a Whig foreign venture was provocative enough, but in the address Burnet included a comment: "none but the confederates of our enemys, and those who are deluded by them can imagine our Church to be in danger. " The Tory clergy, who were certain the Church was in danger from the growth of Dissent, refused to sign, and Burnet abused them as "enemys to 28
william gibson the Queen and factious. " Initially the Salisbury clergy drew up their own address to the queen, and when it was not possible to present it, they chose to sign that of the grand jury rather than Burnet's. 40 Burnet preached on December 31, 1706, at St. Paul's Cathedral before both houses of Parliament. The sermon, meant to celebrate "the wonderful successes of this year," was a classic Whig performance. Bishop William Nicolson called it an "Elegant Harange. " 41 Burnet praised Queen Anne and the establishment of 1688: she presided over a government that was successfully defending itself and that could be the model for Britain's enemies. He lambasted France for enslaving its people, and he argued that absolute monarchs were a danger to their subjects. For Burnet, the mark of Britain's excellent constitution was that "the poorest are not afraid to complain." He revisited the events of 1688 and spoke of James II, who had broken through all the liberties of the people and subjected everything to his own will. James had violated his coronation oath and persecuted those who refused to become Catholics. Burnet added, "Of this I speak with more assurance, having been an eye witness of those scenes of horror. " Turning to 1706, he argued that peace was to be desired, but not "a false delusory peace. " Burnet also said that "this nation seems to be under the peculiar care of providence. " 42 Burnet also mobilized his allies. Less than three months later, on March 9, 1706/7, John Hoadly, whom Burnet had appointed prebendary of Salisbury in 1705, preached a remarkable sermon in Salisbury Cathedral. It was an assize sermon for the county of Wiltshire on The Nature and Excellency of Moderation. 43 The moderation that Hoadly praised was the watchword of Low Churchmen who sympathized with Dissent; High Churchmen were presented as immoderate and intolerant. 44 Hoadly argued that moderate men did not condemn Dissenters who made honest use of their consciences. Scripture, he said, was the Dissenters' rule, and anyone who read it with sincerity was assured of salvation. He also claimed that "those things which are not plain, are not necessary; those things which we cannot comprehend, are no farther necessary than is reveal' d. " This left little room for Church authority. Indeed, Hoadly attacked some councils of the Church for imposing "scholastick niceties" and "zealous Hatred" on other Christians. Such censorious High Churchmen "turn Christianity into Blood and Desolation" and make "his own Sect, as a Conjuror's Circle the only place of Safety from the Devil. " 45 bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 29 40 . Diary of Thomas Naish, ed. Slatter, 55-57. Naish was active in taking the address around the county to ask the clergy to sign it; over ninety did so. Burnet In contrast, when Hoadly thought of the Dissenters, he said, "the God of Justice and Mercy will acquit and receive them, in what Church of Body of Men whatsoever, " and he included Catholics in this. Hoadly argued that moderate churchmen and Latitudinarians regarded Anglican prayers, doctrines, ceremonies, and bishops as an ideal but recognized that conscience could justify separation from it. Hoadly did not just concede Dissenters' claims of conscience, he positively endorsed them, saying that a sincere man had a duty to separate from the Church if he was following his conscience, and in doing so, he did not sin. He even argued that Dissenters did not need the forgiveness of Anglicans: "Forgiveness for what? For not being of the same Complexion and Stature, and Gate, for the Differences in those things are no more necessary than not agreeing in all Opinions. " He also claimed that an Anglican dialogue with Dissent could enliven the Church and that the clergy might gain from some emulation of Dissenters' energy, comparing it to the wind that cleansed the fog from the countryside. 46 All of this was larded with a strongly Whig account of the Glorious Revolution and an attack on passive obedience. In his peroration, Hoadly advanced moderation as the true salvation of 1688:
'Twas Moderation, after the extravagancies and madness of the Troublesome Times . . . that brought again to the Kingdom and Throne, the Royal Family. . . . 'Twas Moderation, whether Men would or no, that brought them to Lay and Design that Glorious Revolution that sav' d us from Two of the worst Things in the World, Popery and Slavery.
Moderation was the source of Queen Anne's virtue, of foreign victories, and of the Union with Scotland. 47 Hoadly's assize sermon was the most extreme expression of Low Church latitude toward Dissent. No churchman in the century went as far as this in advocating the legitimacy of Dissent and its separation from the Church. Since Hoadly was Burnet's protégé, the Tory High Church clergy naturally assumed that he was the bishop's mouthpiece. The sermon produced a storm of protests and seemed designed to inflame the clergy of the diocese of Salisbury.
Despite the offense given by Hoadly's sermon, at the episcopal visitation of 1708, Burnet returned to the issue of treatment of the Dissenters. His visitation articles asked clergy and churchwardens:
Are there any in your Parish, who, under pretence of Liberty of Conscience, wholly neglect all Publick Worship of God; neither going to Church, nor to any Assembly that meet together, according to the late Act for exempting His Majesty's Protestant Subjects Dissenting from the Church of England, from the Penalties of certain Laws? 48 This question seemed to equate attendance at Dissenters meetings with attending the parish church and imply that only those who did not attend either Anglican or Dissenting worship were the bishop's concern. Once again, Burnet caused offense.
In the accompanying letter to the clergy, Burnet was characteristically stern. He warned them to be on their guard against "Popish Emissaries" and to avoid controversies. Burnet, aware that he was unpopular, told them, "We hope we may appeal to your selves, whether we have not studied to do our Duty among you in the best Manner. . . . Have we not assisted and encouraged you in your Labours on all Occasions?" He commended the Protestant Succession to them and recounted that, since 1688, Providence had protected England for twenty years. 49 Burnet's favored clergy continued to add to the tension. On April 20, 1708, Rice Adams, whom Burnet had also made prebendary of Salisbury, preached the visitation sermon in the cathedral. Adams, speaking on The Excellency, Wisdom and Usefulness of an Upright and Sincere Conversation, argued the case for moderation again. Like Burnet and Hoadly, Adams said that reason had to conquer passions. He used the language of Puritanism to present the advantages of moderation to a weary pilgrim, avoiding the fear of "dark and slippery places" and "being misled by crooked byways. " He sought justice and charity toward Dissenters. In considering the High Church claims of the independence of the Church from the State, Adams warned that recent statements seemed to strike at the foundations of the Reformation. 50 Three months later, on July 18, 1708, at the assize sermon in the cathedral, Hoadly preached another barnstorming defense of the Latitudinarian position. Like Adams, he attacked the divisions promoted by High Churchmen. But he equated the separation of Dissenters with the position of High Churchmen. Hoadly argued that Dissenters might have separated from the Church, but High Churchmen had thrown off Church authority. He accused the latter of haughtiness and a motivation of "something besides conviction"-a hint perhaps at Jacobitism. But either way, schism and opposition to superiors were the same. Hoadly traced the ways in which High Churchmen wanted to control people's minds, which God had given to be exercised freely. 51 bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel He linked the freedom of conscience that Britons enjoyed with that which was trampled on abroad and for which Britain was fighting. Thus, in the suite of sermons of 1705-8, Burnet and his allies pushed back against the electoral defeat and argued the Whig Latitudinarian case directly to the clergy and people of the diocese. 53 Many of the attacks on and defenses of Burnet were anonymous. 54 Such a work was A Vindication of the Bishop of Salisbury and Passive Obedience, which mocked Burnet. It introduced an aspect of the Salisbury quarrel that was to dog the bishop for some time: whether he had been consistent in his opposition to the duty of passive obedience to rulers. The work argued that the Tory High Church doctrines of passive obedience and nonresistance had historically been doctrines of the Church of England. It sardonically claimed that Burnet could not have given a speech ascribed to him during Sacheverell's trial, since Burnet had been an adherent of passive obedience before the Revolution of 1688. The Vindication asserted that Benjamin Hoadly, John Hoadly's brother, was Burnet's accomplice in putting biblical injunctions against rebellion "upon the wrack to stretch him to his terms, " and it pointed out that clergy who supported occasional resistance also endorsed occasional conformity. The author of the Vindication even claimed to have transcribed a sermon that Burnet had preached in Westminster Abbey that also suggested he had changed his position. 55 A number of the tracts attacking Burnet after the Sacheverell trial took up the claim that he had changed his position on the issue of passive obedience. Impeachment placed Burnet's support for passive obedience in the 1670s alongside his speech at the Sacheverell trial and asked the bishop to retract one or the other. 56 Sacheverell's trial and its aftermath sparked violence in London, some of it directed against Burnet. During the trial, one man "cleft the skull of another" in a tumult in front of Burnet's door, which was near a London Dissenters' meeting house. Later, Burnet's house was threatened with fire, and on one occasion he was saved only by the arrival of troops. 57 In Salisbury, Sacheverell's light sentence was treated as an acquittal, with bells ringing, bonfires, and wine made freely available by the corporation. Sacheverell's health was toasted, and those who refused to join in were threatened. The disorder lasted for almost a week, with fires burning across Salisbury. Finally, the corporation intervened to prevent a celebration in the marketplace. Salisbury was a natural place for such observances, not just because Burnet was its bishop, but also because Sacheverell's mother lived in an almshouse for widows of clergy in the city. During his triumphal tour of England in the wake of the trial, Sacheverell visited his mother there. 58 Sacheverell was said to have toasted Burnet as "the Presbyterian Bishop of Sarum" and to have "rudely insulted" him. 59 At the same time, the congratulatory addresses to the queen on the trial of Sacheverell included one from the archdeaconries in Salisbury diocese, which contained slights on Burnet. 60 Burnet was clearly annoyed, and he recorded in his memoirs disquiet at the addresses, "in which the absolute power of our princes was asserted. " 61 Burnet was so provoked by events in 1710 that he wrote to an archdeacon that he was incapable of giving an account of events in Parliament; he added, "men of bad tempers and bad principles are doing all they can to drive us into confusion . . . I am sorry to see so many of our clergy, as it were, out of their wits. " 62 In May 1710, on his entry to the city of Salisbury, Burnet was met by the mayor and aldermen, as was customary, but the welcome was grudging and the bishop was not in a gracious frame of mind. This mutual antipathy between bishop and corporation led to the high point of the Salisbury quarrel. In a sermon in the cathedral, Burnet mentioned the disorders in Salisbury, condemned them, and implied that they had been stirred up by Catholics. The Tory corporation took grave offense. A week later, the mayor and eight leading aldermen got up and walked out of St. Thomas's church bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 33 during another sermon by Burnet. 63 Thomas Naish reported that "the Bishop greatly resents this affront." 64 The episode was so shocking that it was widely written about and even made its way into the Paris newspapers. 65 On May 29, 1710, Burnet preached another sermon in the cathedral, a thoroughly Whig rendition of Jesus's injunction in Matthew 22:21: "Render therefore to Caesar the things which are Caesars, and unto God the things that are God's. " This text was often cited by advocates of passive obedience to support their position. Burnet argued, however, that the passage meant that people should be obedient to those who govern by long possession; but if rulers claimed rights not allowed them by God or the constitution, no obedience was due. This seemed to square the circle, allowing Whigs to legitimately resist James, but not permitting the Tories to resist Anne. Burnet characterized the claim that people owed unlimited obedience to rulers as impious. With an eye to the tumult arising from the Sacheverell trial, he asserted that people had to obey their rulers and refrain from rioting, and he attacked those who professed to support passive obedience but who challenged the queen and her representatives. 66 Talk of hereditary right was, he claimed, an "insinuation" against the Protestant Succession that drew "unthinking people" into dangerous political views. Burnet admitted that he had gone further in this Matter than I have ever done formerly: But the Day and the present Temper into which the concealed Designs of some, and the extravagant Follies of others have put too many, who do not rightly apprehend Matters, have made me look on it as a Part of my Duty to open this clearly to you. 67 Burnet also turned his scorn on the corporation of Salisbury because, in an address to the queen, it had included the phrase "we will be Your Majesty's loyal and obedient subjects without reserve. " This Burnet took to be a blasphemous statement of support for nonresistance. 68 Burnet's three Salisbury sermons of May 1710 were not tolerated by the leading nonjuror controversialist, Charles Leslie, who was a long-standing enemy of Burnet. Leslie published a response under the pseudonym "Miso-Dolos," entitled The Good Old Cause. In a mock sympathetic opening, Leslie claimed that no man had been more 71 It is clear that Burnet had advocated passive obedience in the 1670s; there is also evidence that he had urged Lord William Russell to denounce resistance to rulers when he was awaiting execution after the Rye House Plot. But Burnet had never embraced the unlimited high view of passive obedience derived from Sir Robert Filmer's patriarchalism; he had seen passive obedience as qualified, as a means to achieve tranquility and peace in Church and State. By 1710, Burnet's goal of tranquility had not changed, but the means to achieve it had shifted to endorse resistance to a ruler who did not accept the constitutional settlement of Church and State. 72 No sooner had Leslie's tract been issued than Burnet's sermon of 1674 was republished as a comparison with what Burnet had said during Sacheverell's impeachment. It is not clear whether the printing was commissioned by Burnet in an attempt to clear his name of hypocrisy, or by Leslie in an effort to present the evidence the other way. 73 In any case, the Good Old Cause was taken by the government to be a reflection of disloyalty, and a warrant was issued for Leslie's arrest; as he failed to appear in court, he was outlawed in August 1710. Within a year, Leslie visited St. Germains and paid his respects to the Old Pretender. 74 Meanwhile, Burnet's friends were keen to mount a defense against Leslie's Good Old Cause. In The New Ill Designs of Sowing Sedition Detected, a supporter left no doubt that he was defending Burnet's speech during the Sacheverell trial and his bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 35
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Salisbury sermon on May 29. 75 The tract was a fierce knockabout attack on Leslie, who was variously described as a student of "his great Tutor Belzebub, " a man from whose mouth "foam drivels . . . fast out of both Corners, " and one who could be found "all the Week, strolling about with false News, and on Sundays at the Upper-end of the Table in a Jacobite Conventicle, praying for his nameless Sovereign of the Masculine Gender, and preaching up Resistance and Rebellion. " New Ill Designs of Sowing Sedition Detected also advanced a strong defense of Burnet. It made clear that no man deserved the "mobbing" Burnet had received. 76 Returning to the issue of resistance, the author wrote that obedience could never be unlimited and that Burnet held this view. 77 The author pointed out that even Sacheverell's counsel, Sir Simon Harcourt and Constantine Phipps, asserted that they did not dispute or question the legitimacy of the Revolution. Harcourt even went so far as to say that the resistance of 1688 was "not inconsistent with the doctrine of the Church of England." Indeed, the seven bishops in 1688 also clearly resisted James's authority. In contradiction to Leslie's denial of a contract between ruler and ruled, the author cited both Magna Carta and the Kentish men's negotiations with William the Conqueror. Burnet's Salisbury sermon of May 29 was praised because there was so much public opposition to the Revolution, and Burnet had preached obedience to the queen. 78 Matters in Salisbury continued to attract attention in London. In June 1710 another supporter of Burnet published A Letter from a Gentleman in London to a Citizen of New-Sarum. The letter opened with the claim that an account of what had happened at Burnet's sermons in the cathedral in May was the subject of much London coffeehouse conversation. According to the account, which muddled up two sermons, as soon as Burnet mounted the cathedral pulpit, the mayor and corporation of Salisbury put on their hats "and (very Indecently) walk' d out of Church" because they had taken offense at Burnet's previous sermons. In fact, this had happened at St. Thomas Occasionally such tracts made metropolitan jibes at provincial audiences. The anonymous author of A Full View of the Bishop of Salisbury's Principles for the Year MDCCX commented patronizingly that Burnet's sermons in the city probably carried more weight with a less sophisticated Salisbury congregation. 80 Four days later, an Answer from the citizen of Salisbury was written in response. The citizen pointed out that "the unhappy Feuds and Dissentions with which we of this Place have so Boyled (for too long a Season) have not been more Remark' d and talk' d of Abroad than lamented and bewailed by our selves at Home. " The citizen argued that Londoners were mistaken if they understood that Burnet's May 29 cathedral sermon was the cause of the offense taken by the mayor and corporation. It was an earlier sermon that amounted to "a vehement harangue of Words, which as much Transported the Speaker as Amazed the Hearers. " 81 The citizen accused Burnet of sleight of hand, claiming that he had deliberately made it appear that the corporation had objected to the bishop's call for obedience to the queen. In Burnet's first sermon on May 7, the corporation was "Charg' d with Tumults! Riots! Mobbs! Being Headed by Papists! as expecting and Just ready to Receive the Pretender and his Friends." What made this accusation galling was that the city had been "so quiet" and that the only disturbance was "a few Boys . . . [who] had in the streets Rak' d up some straw, had got a few Faggots, and stood round their Bonfire. " This had been "drest up" by Burnet so much that it had been the subject of a discussion in the Privy Council. 82 The citizen had no doubt that the exaggeration of the violence in Salisbury was the work of the "Crafty and Designing Men" who surrounded Burnet. Now the people of London and elsewhere thought of the people of Salisbury as "Jacobites, Papists, and such fools. " In a postscript, the citizen claimed that his motive in writing the Answer was to "Plead Not Guilty, and throw our selves upon God and our Country, from whom we Hope to find more Mercy than we yet can at the Hands of our Judge. " 83 In 1710 a tract entitled The Salisbury Quarrel Ended shed more light on the events in Salisbury. Its author contended that John Hoadly had written to the mayor of Salisbury complaining about the rough treatment Bishop Burnet had received when he entered the city in May 1710. 84 Hoadly had, the writer claimed, also related what had happened during the sermon that Burnet had preached in St. Thomas's Salisbury:
His Lordship ascending the pulpit, the Right Worshipful and his brethren, as soon as the service was ended, took their hats and walked out of the Church, leaving His Lordship to preach to the walls.
The author of The Salisbury Quarrel Ended queried this account, claiming that elsewhere Hoadly had said that only eight of the corporation had walked out. The author bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 37 also accused Hoadly and Burnet of inconsistency in their statements about the level of disorder in the town after Sacheverell's trial. In one place, Hoadly had accused the supporters of Sacheverell of disorder, saying they "thought fit to rejoice in an extraordinary manner. " But Burnet had complimented the town and had said, "Our riots etc were less than in other places." The discussion of the Sacheverell riots in Salisbury became muddled, and Hoadly's accusation that rioters at the city cheese market had "insulted, threatened, abused [and] knocked down" their opponents was denied, as was his claim that the tumult had been led by a Catholic. 85 The author wrote that, as a consequence of Burnet's preaching, "The tainted and corrupt lessons of resistance are read publicly in our streets and the poison of Rebellion is laid in every corner. " 86 Speaking directly to Burnet, the author wrote, "How can we expect your endeavour after truth and peace should be hearty and sincere . . . when you traduce and blacken the place where you live (a great part of which are your own flock)?" There was much more besides: Hoadly was attacked for suggesting that the mayor of Salisbury had not observed the customary ceremonial on greeting Burnet's entry to the city in May 1710. He was also accused of having persuaded Burnet to withdraw the £10 annual donation he made to the city workhouse. The author asked Hoadly, "Is this the way you study to contribute to peace?" 87 Inevitably, other Salisbury clergy joined the fray, including Burnet's allies. At the assize sermon in Salisbury in July 1710, Francis Fox, the Whig rector of Boscombe, preached on The Lawfulness of Oaths. 88 Fox argued that God did not forbid swearing, but he railed against false oaths, a reference to those Jacobites who had sworn oaths of allegiance and abjuration. He also advanced Burnet's position, arguing that the Church ordered children to obey their parents, but as no one would hold that they should do so if their parents told them to act unlawfully, no subject was obliged to obey a tyrant. Referring to the events of the preceding weeks, Fox claimed that wickedness sometimes "proceeds from unbridled Appetites and ungovern' d Passions. " His peroration was a classic Latitudinarian response to the disturbances of the day: calling on his listeners to have the good sense not to support those who would betray liberties and the constitution. 89 Burnet was also defended in an anonymous letter to "a North-Wiltshire clergyman" in August 1710. The letter concerned an address from the archdeaconry of Wilt-shire to the queen on the acquittal of Sacheverell, which, the author claimed, had been sent without proper consultation with the bishop. The address had expressed support for the doctrine of passive obedience and had clearly reflected badly on Burnet, since "that Good Bishop has appear' d in opposition to your Darling Doctrine. " The author turned the tables on the clergy of the archdeaconry of Wiltshire by asking whether passive obedience was consistent with their behavior to Burnet, to whom they had sworn obedience. The clergy were motivated by their desire to see the election of a Torydominated Parliament. The author defended Burnet as a model bishop, pointing out that he preached and confirmed for a month each year, and gave books to children. He cited Burnet's charity to schools and emphasized that he had given ten pounds a year to the Salisbury workhouse and money to the widows' almshouses. He also claimed that the grant of Queen Anne's Bounty was due to Burnet, who had first proposed it to Mary II.
The author of the Letter pointed out that the clergy owed their duty to Burnet, that Burnet was respected throughout Europe, and that it was a scandal that people reviled him, especially in his own diocese. The clergy, it was argued, made an error of judgment in their address, for in claiming that the queen had a hereditary right to the throne, they had made her right to it seem doubtful because they had not mentioned the parliamentary basis for it, and therefore implied that the succession was not safe. Thus, he argued, "whilst you wou' d show your selves such Loyal Subjects to the Queen, you have done it in such a way, as makes you in effect the worst of Enemies both to her and your Country. " 90 As Burnet seemed to gain the advantage in print, his opponents' attacks were redoubled. In August 1710, Burnet became so infuriated by the mayor of Salisbury, William Naish, Thomas's brother, for accusing him of preaching lies that he had Naish arrested for scandalum magnatum. 91 In January 1711, Naish was tried before the lord chief justice at the Guildhall in London, found guilty, and sentenced to pay £100 in damages to Burnet. 92 Burnet spent the money improving the road across Salisbury Plain. 93 The height of the Salisbury quarrel coincided with the 1710 general election. The Tories had an overwhelming victory in the Salisbury mayoral election that year, and in the subsequent parliamentary elections, Fox was elected without even visiting the constituency. Robert Pitt won the second seat for the Tories, ousting Eyre. 94 troublesome Vertue" that would bring no quiet. Burnet's apparent reversal over obedience led the author to call him "the Man who stood upon his Head on Salisbury Steeple. " 95 Burnet's own account of the 1710 election in Salisbury mentioned "unheard of methods" used by the Tories and High Churchmen to win the city poll. He described a vast concourse of rude multitudes brought together, who behaved themselves in so boisterous a manner, that it was not safe, and in many places not possible, for those who had the right to vote, to come and give their votes for a whig. . . . The clergy had a great share in this; for, besides a course for some months of inflaming sermons, they went about, from house to house, pressing their people to shew on this great occasion their zeal for the church, and now, or never, to save it. 96 Burnet was so shocked by the Tory landslide nationally that he warned Queen Anne of the danger to her in the new government and the growing threat of Jacobite feeling. 97 Burnet gave his response to the election in two strongly worded sermons preached in the cathedral on November 5 and 7, 1710. In the first, he adamantly refused to accept any criticism of the government under Queen Anne. He spoke in providential tones of the nation's "Freedom from the Plague, " which he said was unprecedented, as was the fact that "we send out numerous Plantations, who are still a Part of our selves. " He referred to Britain as a happy island, and he contrasted it with the bad weather, crop failure, and famines that had affected Europe. In this sermon, given on the anniversary of the failure of the Gunpowder Plot, Burnet naturally referred to the "diabolical plot, " and he could not resist comparing it to the Catholic "plot" of the reign of James. The constitution of Britain rested on the sovereign and Parliament. Jamesinspired by Catholics-had tried to root out the constitution by using royal power to dispense with laws. Burnet also responded to the accusations that he had changed his position since 1673-74. He claimed that, in 1674, he had never asserted anything but that "a Magistrate governing by Law was not to be resisted upon the Account of Religion"; this was not a contradiction of his position in 1688, when the king did not govern according to the law. Queen Anne ruled according to law, and therefore "there should be no complaining in our Streets. " 98 Burnet's sermon on November 7 was similarly uncompromising. Preaching on a thanksgiving day, he gave a nod in the direction of the victories in Europe. He adopted a strongly Whig providential tone, thanking God for the "several Turns of Wind that brought over our late King. " But his real concern remained a defense of the Church's relationship with Dissent. Burnet argued that High Churchmen had been uncharitable toward Dissenters in seeking to exclude them from salvation. He also called the High Church position "a disgrace. " His peroration condemned the "perfidious Party at home ever endeavouring to betray and ruine us, " and he hoped that "the Protestant Succession [would] be for ever secured!" 99 Burnet's two sermons in Salisbury attracted the attention of the Tory publisher Edmund Curll, who issued The White Crow-an allusion to the unlikely rarity of Burnet's argument-within a few weeks. 100 Curll repeated that Burnet had shifted his position since 1674 and said that he hardly thought Queen Anne would want to rely on Burnet's grounds for monarchy, which would have legitimized Cromwell. Curll went as far as to concede that James II had invaded the "laws and liberties, " but he questioned whether the Revolution had been the right way to redress this grievance. He also argued that those who advanced either the hereditary or the parliamentary right to the throne of Queen Anne had made an error; the two were inseparable. Discussing Burnet's sympathetic treatment of the Dissenters, Curll claimed to support toleration but felt that occasional conformity led to hypocrisy and made religion subservient to politics, whereas it ought to be "the foremost Badge of every True Christian. " 101 Responses to Burnet's two sermons in Salisbury continued to emerge during 1711. The Tory author of Remarks on Two Late Sermons questioned the right to resist one's ruler. The author argued that Burnet's view laid a monarch open to deposition if a subject objected to his rule. He also suggested that, even if James II had abandoned the country, he could not be regarded as a pretender when he sought to recover his kingdom; he added: "My L-of S-is not the only Person that has chang' d his Mind." He also played a game with the nature of hereditary and parliamentary monarchy, asking bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 41 how a parliamentary monarch could confirm the right to succeed without a preexisting hereditary connection: "if Her Majesty have no Hereditary Right, She has no Right at all. " The author of the Remarks also claimed that Low Churchmen had united with Dissenters in the 1710 elections to oppose "men of true Church Principles" and that occasional conformists were not only damaging the Church but also were in effect schismatics who were admitted to its communion. 102 By May 1711, when Burnet's next triennial visitation was due, he was too old to visit the diocese in person; he instead sent a letter to be read to the clergy. Clearly bruised by the Salisbury quarrel, he told them, in the Age in which we live, we must not expect any great Degree of Esteem or Love, but for our Works Sake; and bad as the Age is, there are not many Instances of those who do the Work of the Ministry with a due Measure of Affection, Zeal and Discretion, but they feel that a large Share of Love and Esteem visibly follows it.
Nevertheless, Burnet said that he sometimes met "unacceptable things." He also warned again of the danger of opening the way to those who might damage the Church "when we cast open the Doors of the Sanctuary without due Care, by which Thieves and Robbers may come in to steal, kill, and destroy. " 103 Thereafter, whatever Burnet published made him a lightning conductor for attacks, and some of these were extreme. In the roman à clef Memoirs of Europe, towards the Close of the Eighth Century (1711), Burnet is represented as the bishop of Antioch who has "infected" the fallen angels. 104 Another high-flown attack on Burnet was Her Majesty and Her Royal Father Vindicated, published in 1713 in response to a collection of Burnet's sermons. The tract expressed crypto-Jacobite views. It cited Burnet's claim that James II had dropped the Great Seal into the Thames when he fled, and it said that this showed that James had not intended to abdicate the throne. The author argued that Burnet's views on the Revolution were as far from the truth "as Salisbury from Geneva. " The picture painted of James was extraordinarily sympathetic: his behavior was blamed on misfortune and an ill-starred birth, poor advice, and bad luck. The tract also denied that Princess Anne left London in 1688 with "an army commanded by the Bishop of London"-which would have made her as rebellious as Burnet. 105 In 1713, When Burnet published a new edition of his Discourse of the Pastoral Care, the best-selling guide to clerical duties, another anonymous tract appeared, entitled The Clergy and the Present Ministry Defended. The author made clear that "Old Men have a Privilege to commend themselves, " but again, the apparent contradiction between Burnet's sermons of 1674 and 1708 was a centerpiece of the attack. 106 He asked whether Burnet looked to Presbyterian Scotland or Calvinist Geneva for his model of a Church. He pointed out that the "beam" in Burnet's eye prevented him from seeing the numbers of Dissenters who threatened the Church. 107 Also in 1713, Roger Laurence, author of Lay Baptism Invalid, first published in 1708, entered the debate with a satirical tract entitled Sacerdotal Powers. 108 Laurence questioned whether Burnet had been the author of the sermons of 1710, pointing out that Burnet's "Extirpation of Papists" was in contradiction to his claim of moderation and his promise to avoid politics. 109 On the national stage, the Salisbury quarrel even reignited controversies that had faded from view. Burnet's Exposition of the Thirty-Nine Articles, which was first published in 1699 and subsequently censured by Convocation, was defended in 1703 in A Defence of the Right Reverend The Lord Bishop of Sarum. 110 The author of this work acknowledged how long ago Burnet's Exposition had been published but wrote that the more recent clamor might have clouded readers' minds. He addressed the issue of Burnet being thought "a Changeling" and argued that it was "so unaccountable, that no Considering Man can believe it. " 111 Burnet's Pastoral Care was the theme addressed in Antidotum Sarisburiense, also published in 1713. Written by "a High Church-Man," almost certainly George Sewell, it asked, if a bishop could insult a ruler's rights, why should not the world question a bishop's ideas? The author claimed that Burnet's criticisms of the clergy in his preface to Pastoral Care applied only to Salisbury diocese and that other bishops did not make the same complaints. Burnet must be especially unlucky, he said, to preside over a diocese in which there was "such a parcel of blockheads" among the clergy. Sewell noted that Burnet defamed the clergy but did not point out the obligations and duties of the laity. He also reproved Burnet for attacking his clergy for dabbling in politics when he did the same. He warned Burnet that he was naïve in his dealing with Dissenters and that nothing but rooting out episcopacy bishop burnet and the salisbury quarrel 43 would satisfy them. And, as with the clergy, he charged Burnet with not teaching the Dissenters their duty to the Church while repeatedly speaking of the Church's duty to Dissenters. He also reminded Burnet that the clergy of Wiltshire and Berkshire-in Salisbury diocese-had been convinced that the Church was in danger. 112 Salisbury also saw the aftershocks of the quarrel reverberate, although they declined in ferocity. In May 1713, Arthur Collier, rector of Langford Magna near Salisbury, preached in the cathedral at the request of the dean. As a High Churchman, Collier chose the controversial text "let every Soul be subject to the Higher Powers" (Romans 13:1), which he said "has rung in your Ears, especially of late; and also what different Notes it has been made to sound . . . strangely have these Words been understood by some, as to be made an Argument for Non-Obedience, and even for Resistance. " Despite his High Church exposition of the text, advocating passive obedience to the civil power, Collier at least sought what he called a "Truce" for the "divided and distracted Nation. " 113 The final shot in the Salisbury quarrel was fired in 1714, when "Philoclerus" published Speculum Sarisburianum. The author listed Burnet's previous publications and claimed, "All this noise is not for nothing"; the bishop aimed to resurrect "the Good Old Cause. " Philoclerus restated all the Tory High Church tropes: defense of James II, rejection of his abdication, endorsement of Sacheverell and of passive obedience. Philoclerus's summary added that, "if such Circumstances should attend his Lordship at Salisbury, when the Religious Illuminations were begun in Smithfield, as once upon a Time did on a certain Person, " Burnet might flee to Holland, but he would not claim to have deserted his diocese as he had accused James of deserting his kingdom. 114 The Salisbury quarrel undoubtedly represented the lowest point to which relations between a bishop and his diocese fell in the eighteenth century. It colored Burnet's feelings toward his see city; as Helen Foxcroft commented, "When [Burnet] drew up a will, of which the items in general are singularly just and generous, the alienation which this series of events had excited in his mind was reflected in the modest proportion of his bequests to the town of Salisbury. " 115 Unlike the thousands of pounds he left to Aberdeen and Saltoun, he granted just a half year's salary to the master of the charity school, £20 for the poor of Salisbury, £5 to the poor of each of the parishes, and £5 to the poor of the cathedral close, "to be distributed by Mr Hoadly. " 116 This last seemed a suggestion that he wanted only the deserving Whig poor to receive his charity.
The quarrel was fueled by political and religious anxieties in the period of the "rage of party, " surrounding such issues as passive obedience to rulers, the possibility that the Church was in danger, tolerance of Dissent, Dissenters' separation from the Church and occasional conformity, and competition between the Hanoverian succession and the Jacobite claim. All these brought the men and women of Salisbury onto the streets in March 1710 and to the polls throughout the period. The same people read locally produced tracts and sermons and heard arguments from the pulpits of the diocese. Events such as the votes in Parliament for or against the occasional conformity bills, the celebration of Marlborough's victories, and the trial of Dr. Sacheverell placed onto the national stage the disputes between Burnet and his High Church clergy. In each case, the people of Salisbury were presented with a consistent choice: Burnet, Latitudinarians, Whiggery, Francophobia, and the legitimacy of resistance to tyrants, or High Churchmen, Toryism, and passive obedience to rulers. What made Salisbury unique was not the issues that confronted its populace but the polarities of the personality of Burnet, the presence of Dissenters, and the stubbornness of the High Church clergy. The complex and sprawling issues that surfaced in the Salisbury quarrel were a microcosm of those anxieties experienced by many people in this period. It is clear that in sermons, tracts, and coffeehouse talk, these significant national concerns were translated into a local context. The Salisbury quarrel exemplified the ways in which citizens connected themselves to vital national issues and located themselves within the complex matrix of Whig and Tory, Low and High Church, Jacobite and Hanoverian. 
